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Question # 1
How have you made an impact on your team in the past?

Answer:-
I would explain and show to him or her best way possible and if they have a better way then I will encourage him or her to let me know then we can see if it works or
not As Designer Fashion.
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
What are your weaknesses for Designer Fashion position?

Answer:-
Try not to be too critical when answering this question. Instead, pick one of your weaknesses and try to turn it into a positive.
For example, you could be a perfectionist, which means that you sometimes take longer on tasks, but you make sure that they are completed to a high quality. It is
important to make a negative into a positive as it doesn't make you appear overly critical and shows you can reflect on your own performance.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
What critical component of this position As Designer Fashion makes the work challenging?

Answer:-
Heading information: This should include job title, pay grade or range, reporting relationship (by position, not individual), hours or shifts, and the likelihood of
overtime or weekend work. 
Summary objective of the job: List the general responsibilities and descriptions of key tasks and their purpose, relationships with customers, coworkers, and others,
and the results expected of incumbent employees. 
Qualifications: State the education, experience, training, and technical skills necessary for entry into this job. 
Special demands: This should include any extraordinary conditions applicable to the job As Designer Fashion (for example, heavy lifting, exposure to temperature
extremes, prolonged standing, or travel). 
Job duties and responsibilities: Only two features of job responsibility are important: identifying tasks that comprise about 90 to 95 percent of the work done and
listing tasks in order of the time consumed (or, sometimes, in order of importance).
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
What motivates you?

Answer:-
I've always been motivated by the challenge - in my last role, I was responsible for training our new recruits and having a 100% success rate in passing scores. I know
that this job is very fast-paced and I'm more than up for the challenge. In fact, I thrive on it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
What's your dream job?

Answer:-
Along similar lines, the interviewer wants to uncover whether this position As Designer Fashion is really in line with your ultimate career goals. While "an GGL star"
might get you a few laughs, a better bet is to talk about your goals and ambitions-and why this job will get you closer to them.
Read More Answers.

Question # 6
Why do you want this job As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
This question typically follows on from the previous one. Here is where your research will come in handy. You may want to say that you want to work for a company
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that is Global Guideline, (market leader, innovator, provides a vital service, whatever it may be). Put some thought into this beforehand, be specific, and link the
company's values and mission statement to your own goals and career plans.
Read More Answers.

Question # 7
Why was there a gap in your employment As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
If you were unemployed for a period of time, be direct and to the point about what you've been up to (and hopefully, that's a litany of impressive volunteer and other
mind-enriching activities, like blogging or taking classes). Then, steer the conversation toward how you will do the job and contribute to the organization: "I decided
to take a break at the time, but today I'm ready to contribute to this organization in the following ways."
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
How do you deal with conflict in the workplace As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
When people work together, conflict is often unavoidable because of differences in work goals and personal styles. Follow these guidelines for handling conflict in
the workplace.
* 1. Talk with the other person.
* 2. Focus on behavior and events, not on personalities.
* 3. Listen carefully.
* 4. Identify points of agreement and disagreement.
* 5. Prioritize the areas of conflict.
* 6. Develop a plan to work on each conflict.
* 7. Follow through on your plan.
* 8. Build on your success.
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
How well do you know this industry?

Answer:-
Two things businesses need to pay attention to in their industries are what their competition is doing and the customers. You may not always agree with your
competitors but it is important to be aware of what changes they are making. Very well. I have been in the industry for over 6 years.
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
How would you be an asset to us As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
Think again about the job specification and the skills needed for this role As Designer Fashion. Have a paragraph prepared highlighting how you will be able to do
the job and what you can bring to the team. It goes without saying that this paragraph should be positive.
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
Suppose there are three light switches outside a room. Inside is a single light bulb, controlled by one of the three switches. You need to determine which switch
operates the bulb. You can turn the switches on and off as many times as you wish (they are all off to begin with), but may only enter the room once. There is no one
there to help you. The door to the room is closed, and there are no windows, so you cannot see inside. How can you discover which switch operates the bulb?

Answer:-
Do the following steps: 
* 1. Turn ON two switches, and leave one OFF. 
* 2. Wait a few minutes. 
* 3. Turn one switch from ON to OFF. One is now ON and two are OFF 
* 4. Enter the room. - If the light is ON, it is controlled by the switch you left ON. - If the light bulb is OFF, touch it. If it is warm it is controlled by the switch you
turned ON and OFF. If it is cold, it is controlled by the switch you never turned on.
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
Tell me an occasion when you needed to persuade someone to do something?

Answer:-
Interpersonal relationships are a very important part of being a successful care assistant. This question is seeking a solid example of how you have used powers of
persuasion to achieve a positive outcome in a professional task or situation. The answer should include specific details.
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
What do you like to do outside of work?

Answer:-
Interviewers ask personal questions in an interview to "see if candidates will fit in with the culture [and] give them the opportunity to open up and display their
personality, too,". In other words, if someone asks about your hobbies outside of work, it's totally OK to open up and share what really makes you tick. (Do keep it
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semi-professional, though: Saying you like to have a few beers at the local hot spot on Saturday night is fine. Telling them that Monday is usually a rough day for you
because you're always hungover is not.)
Read More Answers.

Question # 14
What does success mean to you?

Answer:-
I am punctual, I always have excellent attendance on any job As Designer Fashion, I have a keen eye for both large and small details, and I am always finding ways to
improve a process and shorten the length of time it takes to complete a project.
Read More Answers.

Question # 15
What motivates you to succeed?

Answer:-
Your interviewer will likely want to know the reasons why you will remain motivated to do your best during your employment with the company As Designer
Fashion. Perhaps you are interested in being challenged, but you may also have interest in being recognized for your hard work in the form of the number of sales you
can attain. A great example answer for this question is "I always do my best in everything, including my job. I take pride in my success, and I also want the company
for which I work to be successful. Being affiliated with a company that is known for its excellence is very important to me."
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
Describe a typical work week for this position As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
Interviewers expect a candidate for employment to discuss what they do while they are working in detail. Before you answer, consider the position As Designer
Fashion you are applying for and how your current or past positions relate to it. The more you can connect your past experience with the job opening, the more
successful you will be at answering the questions.
Read More Answers.

Question # 17
Do you think you have enough experience As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
If you do not have the experience they need, you need to show the employer that you have the skills, qualities and knowledge that will make you equal to people with
experience but not necessary the skills. It is also good to add how quick you can pick up the routine of a new job role.
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
Explain me about a time when you reached a goal within a tight deadline?

Answer:-
I work well under pressure to meet deadlines without jeopardizing the quality of my work. I have always worked in a fast pace environment where we are constantly
under pressure to achieve best results within a time frame.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
Explain me about your experience working in this field As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
I am dedicated, hardworking and great team player for the common goal of the company I work with. I am fast learner and quickly adopt to fast pace and dynamic
area. I am well organized, detail oriented and punctual person.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
Have you got any questions?

Answer:-
This is your final opportunity to persuade the interviewer that you are the right candidate for the job. Now is not the time to ask questions about holidays, pay or
pensions - all these things can be asked later when you get an offer of employment. Now is the time to ask about any reservations that the interviewer may have about
your suitability for the role. You will then give yourself one last chance to persuade the interviewer that you are the right candidate for the job.
Example  Thank you. I think we have covered everything. Before we finish the interview I would like to take the opportunity to ask if you have any reservations
about my suitability for this role?
Read More Answers.

Question # 21
How would you motivate your team members to produce the best possible results?

Answer:-
Trying to create competitive atmosphere, trying to motivate the team as a whole, organizing team building activities, building good relationships amongst people.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 22
What do you think is your greatest weakness?

Answer:-
Don't say anything that could eliminate you from consideration for the job. For instance, "I'm slow in adapting to change" is not a wise answer, since change is par for
the course in most work environments. Avoid calling attention to any weakness that's one of the critical qualities the hiring manager is looking for. And don't try the
old "I'm a workaholic," or "I'm a perfectionist.
Read More Answers.

Question # 23
What does quality work mean to you?

Answer:-
Quality work to be is about doing work to the require or set standard, which is very important when it comes to warehouse operations.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
What is your greatest weakness As Designer Fashion? What are you doing to improve it?

Answer:-
I believe my biggest weakness As Designer Fashion is wanting to help anyone I can help. What I mean is I am willing to take on task that are not my job. I want to
learn all I can. However, that has helped me get promoted or even asked to help in times of need in other department. I have been know as the "go to person" when
help is needed.
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
What kind of salary do you need As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
This is a loaded question and a nasty little game that you will probably lose if you answer first. So, do not answer it. Instead, say something like, that's a tough
question. Can you tell me the range for this position? In most cases, the interviewer, taken off guard, will tell you. If not, say that it can depend on the details of the
job. Then give a wide range.
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
Where do you see yourself professionally five years from now As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
Demonstrate both loyalty and ambition in the answer to this question. After sharing your personal ambition, it may be a good time to ask the interviewer if your
ambitions match those of the company.
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
Why are you leaving your current job?

Answer:-
This is a toughie, but one you can be sure you'll be asked. Definitely keep things positive-you have nothing to gain by being negative about your past employers.
Instead, frame things in a way that shows that you're eager to take on new opportunities and that the role you're interviewing for is a better fit for you than your
current or last position. For example, "I'd really love to be part of product development from beginning to end, and I know I'd have that opportunity here." And if you
were let go? Keep it simple: "Unfortunately, I was let go," is a totally OK answer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 28
Why do you want to work As Designer Fashion for this organisation?

Answer:-
Being unfamiliar with the organisation will spoil your chances with 75% of interviewers, according to one survey, so take this chance to show you have done your
preparation and know the company inside and out. You will now have the chance to demonstrate that you've done your research, so reply mentioning all the positive
things you have found out about the organisation and its sector etc. This means you'll have an enjoyable work environment and stability of employment etc -
everything that brings out the best in you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 29
Why should the we hire you as this position As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
This is the part where you link your skills, experience, education and your personality to the job itself. This is why you need to be utterly familiar with the job
description as well as the company culture. Remember though, it's best to back them up with actual examples of say, how you are a good team player.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 30
Are you planning to continue your studies and training As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
If asked about plans for continued education, companies typically look for applicants to tie independent goals with the aims of the employer. Interviewers consistently
want to see motivation to learn and improve. Continuing education shows such desires, especially when potentials display interests in academia potentially benefiting
the company. 
Answering in terms of "I plan on continuing my studies in the technology field," when offered a question from a technology firm makes sense. Tailor answers about
continued studies specific to desired job fields. Show interest in the industry and a desire to work long-term in said industry. Keep answers short and to the point,
avoiding diatribes causing candidates to appear insincere.
Read More Answers.

Question # 31
If you had enough money to retire would you?

Answer:-
Just be honest. If you would retire then say so. But since you can't retire, and the interviewer already knows this, simply answer that since you can't this is type of
work you prefer doing. However, if you wouldn't retire if you had the money then explain why. Work is an important element of happiness for most people and many
won't retire even when they can.
Read More Answers.

Question # 32
Did the salary we offer attract you to this job?

Answer:-
The interviewer could be asking you this question for a number of reasons. Obviously, the salary is an important factor to your interest in this job, but it should not be
the overriding reason for your interest. A good answer to this question is, "The salary was very attractive, but the job itself is what was most attractive to me."
Read More Answers.

Question # 33
Are you able to relocate if required?

Answer:-
Be completely honest and thoughtful with this one. You don't want to wake up one to find out that you're moving to a new city or state and it may be a major factor in
your eligibility for employment. But again, if you don't want to move then the job probably isn't for you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 34
Where do you see yourself in five years? Ten years?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: A generic or uninspired answer. Also, answers that show that this career/company is just a temporary stop for them. 
Good answer: One that shows the candidate has thought about this question, has plans, and that those plans align with the job and a career path that is possible in the
company. You want to see that this candidate is a good long term investment.
Read More Answers.

Question # 35
Why do you want to leave your current company As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: Complaining about or blaming their former job, boss or colleagues. Also, having no good reason.
Good answer: One that focuses on the positives about why the job they're applying for offers them better learning or career opportunities, chances for advancement,
aligns more closely to their long term goals, or is a better fit for them.
Read More Answers.

Question # 36
What can you offer us that someone else can not?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: Going negative - if the candidate starts trash talking other candidates, it's a sure sign of a bad attitude. Also, if they can't provide a solid answer, it may
show that they lack thorough knowledge of the skills the job requires, and an understanding of where they fit in.
Good answer: The candidate can name specific skills, abilities or understandings they have that apply directly to the job that other candidates are unlikely to have, or
are in short supply.
Read More Answers.

Question # 37
Your coworker highlights your mistakes in front of everyone, how do you handle the situation?

Answer:-
Admit to the mistake without being emotional, but then discuss how you are being proactive in getting it fixed. Lastly, pull the co-worker aside later on to tell them
that you'd appreciate it if they gave you the feedback 1:1 first before throwing you under the bus.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 38
What is your biggest regret to date and why?

Answer:-
Describe honestly the regretful action / situation you were in but then discuss how you proactively fixed / improved it and how that helped you to improve as a
person/worker.
Read More Answers.

Question # 39
What did you major in and why?

Answer:-
Tell them your major and the motivations behind why you chose it and how it's helped to prep your of this potential job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 40
What are three positive characteristics you wish you had?

Answer:-
The key here is to be honest about your wish list but then to describe how you plan on developing or growing those characteristics so that it becomes a reality. For
example, I wish I had a stronger work ethic and I am reading a book right now about how to instill a better discipline around getting work done efficiently.
Read More Answers.

Question # 41
What is the most important lesson / skill you've learned from school?

Answer:-
Think of lessons learned in extra curricular activities, in clubs, in classes that had a profound impact on your personal development. For example, I had to lead a team
of 5 people on a school project and learned to get people with drastically different personalities to work together as a team to achieve our objective.
Read More Answers.

Question # 42
How do you stay up to date with industry?

Answer:-
Discuss how you stay up to date by reading industry specific sites, magazines, and Google / yahoo news. Also make sure you stay up to date by reading the current
news on the company's website.
Read More Answers.

Question # 43
Have you ever mentored anyone before? If yes, describe the situation?

Answer:-
Describe a time where you've helped someone else. Mentor ships can be informal so as you've helped someone over a period of time that can certainly count. The key
is to highlight how you utilized certain skills/attributes like coaching, teaching, patience, communication skills, and so forth to mentor that person.
Read More Answers.

Question # 44
What are your presentation skills like As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
Make sure you share a story that demonstrates your presentation skills in front of many people. If you are really brave, offer to give a snippet of that presentation to
the interviewer. This will definitely be different from what most people do.
Read More Answers.

Question # 45
Would you describe yourself as more analytical or interpersonal?

Answer:-
If you answer either, just make sure you explain why. For example, "I would consider myself to be more analytical because I'm good at examining a data set and then
understanding how to interpret it in a business environment." or "I'm more of interpersonal person because I enjoy working and collaborating with my teammates and
clients"
Read More Answers.

Question # 46
How would you define success?

Answer:-
Success is defined differently for everybody. Just make sure the parameters are defined by you with regards to work life balance, financial gain, career growth,
achievements, creating meaningful work / products and so forth. If you can clearly articulate what it means to you that is a strong answer.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 47
What's the least rewarding work you've ever done and why?

Answer:-
Describe work you've done that you feel doesn't take advantage of your full potential. For example, "I once had to make paper copies for my job and I feel it didn't
take full advantage of my skills. However, it did teach me to be humble in my work and to appreciate a good opportunity when it arose to use my skills"
Read More Answers.

Question # 48
Give me a few examples of how you're results oriented?

Answer:-
Make you give an example where you discuss details and metrics. For example, I was a tutor in my last job and mentored 5 students on their SAT test taking skills
and raised their scores by 15% on average after a 3 month teaching stint.
Read More Answers.

Question # 49
Why should we give you this job As Designer Fashion when someone else is equally qualified?

Answer:-
Describe how you're unique, but make sure you tie it to the job responsibilities and how you would impact the company. For example, "I believe my unique
programming skills and experience in developing over 18 best selling iphone apps will help the company develop high quality applications faster than my
competitors"
Read More Answers.

Question # 50
What would you do if our competitor offered you a position As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
I would weigh the offer and consider it, however, this company and this role is my first choice.
Read More Answers.

Question # 51
What were the responsibilities of your last position As Designer Fashion?

Answer:-
If you want to show your ambition, you can discuss how you haven't reached all of your goals yet and in that sense aren't satisfied. However, if you want to discuss
satisfaction from your job discuss an experience in which you achieved something.
Read More Answers.

Question # 52
What do you like to do?

Answer:-
Discuss your passions As Designer Fashion. Ideally if it's work related that's fantastic! If not, talk about your academic / extracurricular passions and WHY you enjoy
them. For example: I love playing sports because of the team work aspect - it's fun winning together! (This example shows you're a team player)
Read More Answers.

Question # 53
What do you ultimately want to become?

Answer:-
Do you want to be an entry level worker As Designer Fashion? Do you want to be a leader? Do you want to be an entrepreneur? Do you want to be a philanthropist?
Do you want to be in middle management? Ask yourself these questions to figure it out.
Read More Answers.

Question # 54
Does your boss know you're here today?

Answer:-
Usually, you probably haven't told your boss for obvious reasons. So it's ok to say that they do not. You don't want to upset the balance at your current job after all
and nothing is guaranteed in an interview. The interviewer should understand this stance.
Read More Answers.

Question # 55
How do you rate yourself in computer skills? Please describe the programs and software that you can use well?

Answer:-
Ideally you want to able to type quickly, have the ability to effectively use Microsoft Office, and more importantly be able to quickly adapt to computer / technology
skills. More and more it's become an integral part of work. If the job doesn't require technology skills - then this question shouldn't be asked!
Read More Answers.
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Question # 56
How does your present position differ from past ones?

Answer:-
Describe the difference with regards to responsibilities, culture, team, career opportunity, and the work itself.
Read More Answers.

Question # 57
What have you done to prepare yourself to be a supervisor?

Answer:-
1. Learn from current supervisors (best practices)
2. Mentor others
3. Be exceptionally good at your current job so that it builds your credibility
4. Have a high emotional IQ
Read More Answers.

Question # 58
If you could do it all over again, how would you plan your academic studies differently?

Answer:-
Whatever you do, just don't act bitter. A lot of times we wish we could change the past, but focus on the positive reasons and results of the decisions you already
made.
Read More Answers.

Question # 59
Are you aggressive?

Answer:-
If you are, describe it through a story / experience that you had. If you aren't, then explain why you're not. If the job role asks for you to be aggressive/not aggressive
and you're the opposite of it, explain how you would develop that characteristic.
Read More Answers.

Question # 60
What specific steps do you utilize in solving workplace problems?

Answer:-
Analyze the problem As Designer Fashion. Discuss possible remedies and resulting outcomes. Decide on the remedy and track results. Re-visit problem if it's not
resolved.
Read More Answers.

Question # 61
What are some of the things that you and your supervisor disagree upon and how do you resolve them? What do you do when you are pressed for a decision?

Answer:-
The key is that you openly communicate your thoughts to your supervisor to explain your position and try to come to a mutual decision together. Also be sure to
listen to his/her thoughts so that you can potentially compromise. When you're pressed for a decision, make sure you've put thought into the reasons as to how you
arrived at it and then decisively make it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 62
Name five characteristics that describe you?

Answer:-
Here are a few you could choose from: 
Hard working, strong willed, persistent, intelligent, adept, amicable, friendly, collaborative, eager, humble.
Read More Answers.

Question # 63
What role are you ready to take in a group?

Answer:-
Ideally, you want to take on the role you're interviewing for, but you want to be flexible with your responsibilities As Designer Fashion if there are any changes.
Read More Answers.

Question # 64
Rate yourself on a scale of 10?

Answer:-
If you truly believe you're a 10, you better be able to explain why with examples / stories. If you believe you're a great contributor and have room to grow, say 8 or 9.
If you're below that, explain what you would do to improve yourself to get the ranking you believe you can be.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 65
What was the biggest professional risk you have taken and what was the outcome?

Answer:-
First discuss how you weighed the pros and cons of the risk and the results you'd believe you could achieve. Then discuss the action plan you put into place for it and
outline that step by step. Then discuss the outcome and if it wasn't optimal talk about what you would do differently in hindsight.
Read More Answers.
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